
CONTEMPORARY PENTHOUSE FOR SALE IN LA CALA
DE MIJAS WITH PANORAMIC VIEWS

 Cala de Mijas

REF# BEMA1346 €625,000

BEDS

2

BATHS

2

BUILT

161.0 m²

TERRACE

73.0 m²

Elegant and exquisite, this contemporary penthouse for sale in La Cala de Mijas with panoramic views
offers a luxurious living experience with impeccable finishes in a resort-styled gated community.

Situated in the exclusive south-facing block of a stunning residential complex close to the beach and with
sweeping views, this exceptionally stylish home captures the essence of the Mediterranean lifestyle. Walls
of glass, which beautifully draw the outdoors in, and contemporary interiors define this brand new,
exquisitely crafted two-bedroom, two-bathroom penthouse apartment. The open plan design and expansive
windows create a seamless transition from the stunning light-filled interiors to the sprawling wrap-around
terrace, enjoying unobstructed views of the sea, mountains and golf course, making it the ultimate retreat for
both relaxation and entertaining.

The open concept layout effortlessly connects the bright and inviting living room, the modern kitchen
featuring high quality materials and the dining area. Sleek bedrooms offer a sense of calm and serenity and
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the refreshingly contemporary bathrooms are both functional and visually appealing. Amenities that enhance
both comfort and security include air conditioning, double glazing, an alarm system, security entrance, video
entrance and 24-hour security services, together with underground parking and storage for added
convenience.

The communal areas evoke resort-style living with access to spectacular indoor and outdoor swimming
pools and a well-equipped gym, all surrounded by meticulously landscaped gardens that create a serene
atmosphere. For golf enthusiasts this penthouse is perfectly positioned in La Cala’s beautiful golf valley with
the finest facilities on the doorstep, including 3 golf courses, a golf academy and other sports facilities, bars
and restaurants and it is only a 25 to 30-minute drive from Malaga International Airport, making it easily
accessible for residents and visitors.

This brand new penthouse is just moments away from the picturesque town of La Cala de Mijas, widely
recognised as one of the top golf destinations worldwide and also known for its beautiful beaches, relaxed
atmosphere, and a blend of traditional Spanish charm and modern amenities. Once a fishing village is it now
a vibrant town with an excellent selection of supermarkets, dining options, medical facilities, schools, the
very best recreational activities and easy access to Fuengirola, to the east, and Marbella, and Puerto Banus
to the west.

Don’t miss this chance to enjoy the extraordinary lifestyle offered by this spectacular penthouse apartment
with breathtaking views just minutes to beaches, golf, top restaurants, shops, leisure and entertainment, and
much more!
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